
as a whole is nowadays seen as a posi-

the agencies’ brand, helping them reach 
more customers through new products, 
adding prestige to the guarantee of 
quality content which the digital me-
dia o�ers its readers via the services of 
news agencies. Simultaneously, reduc-
tions in the sta�ng levels of traditional 
media, accompanied by the loss of cor-
respondents around the world, have 
given the agencies a new lease of life 
and added value to the deployment of 
their personnel. In short, information 
provided by news agencies has filled 
the electronic versions of traditional 
media, and in particular, the recent 
news web portals. In fact, for newspa-
pers on the web, the immediacy of the 
agencies’ content is very highly prized 
and essential to their operating model.

 -
sis in the communication sector have 
forced many of the major agencies, es-
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 -
ternational agencies predate the ar-
rival of the Internet and the majority 
of them have also had to adapt to the 
logic of the digital world in the con-
text of profound changes in the com-
munication sector and economic crises 
in many countries. I recommend you 
read Boyd-Barrett’s book, which is 
freely available online at the Generali-
tat’s website1. While pointing out the 
dangers and challenges facing agencies 
in the coming years, Boyd-Barrett ends 
by stating that he has arrived, ‘at the 
conclusion that, however discouraging 
the negative aspects may appear, the 
positive points are stronger than could 
have been predicted at the start of the 
current decade’.

 Oddly enough, what looked at 
the start of the century to be a sword 
of Damocles hanging over the major 
agencies as a result of the web’s impact 
and the drop in earnings of the media 

 For some ten years, Oliver Boyd-Barrett, the world-renowned expert on news agencies, has not pub-

tenth anniversary of the Catalan News Agency, Professor Boyd-Barrett has coordinated the volume News 
Agencies in the Turbulent Era of the Internet, which consists of thirteen chapters dedicated to agencies 
around the world. One of them focuses on the ACN, entitled 
Anniversary of an Innovative Model
few European news agencies to be born in the age of the Internet (1999) and which takes such an innovative 
approach: teleworking, multimedia, decentralisation and territoriality.
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[1] http://llibreria.
gencat.cat/product_info.
php?products_id=4585&os
Csid=tl8da0vddl2kmsn33d
caone876 <http://llibreria.
gencat.cat/product_info.
php?products_id=4585
&amp;osCsid=tl8da0vd
dl2kmsn33dcaone876> 
[Consulted: 7th October 
2010]
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pecially those which are state-owned 
(some 85% worldwide), to increase 
their income from new products and 

agencies, each closely linked to the 
economic and external action interests 
of their respective countries, has had to 
face up to an era of considerable upsets. 
States face serious di�culties in con-
tinuing to support agencies which have 
more to do with diplomacy than infor-
mation, particularly during periods of 
cutbacks.

 In 2010 the ACN began an inter-
national section entitled Món (World) 
that is supplied by ACN journalists 
working at bureaus in Brussels, Paris, 
Berlin, London and New York. Món is 
also supported by a structure in Barce-
lona that rewrites information pieces 
thanks to agreements with the major 
international agencies such as Reuters, 
Germany’s DPA, France Presse, the 

-

ternational section and the foreign bu-
reaus are another step in the construc-
tion of a fully-fledged national agency. 
In other words, it provides the coun-
try’s wide range of media outlets with 
access to a complete service in all for-
mats, on all topics and with a uniquely 
Catalan view of the world. To this end 
the Catalan News Agency website has 
been launched (www.catalannewsagen-
cy.com), dedicated to Catalan current 
a�airs in English. It aims to overcome 
the lack of contextualised information 
in English about Catalonia that can be 
read and understood abroad and which 
includes a plural tribune displaying a 
wide range of opinions (www.catalan-
views.com).

 
with its tenth anniversary, the setting 
up of the new o�ce in Barcelona, the 
publication of its style guide, the re-
launch of its website www.acn.cat and 
an alliance with universities, one of the 
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-
ters in Barcelona.
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The Internet has reinforced the agencies’ 
brand, helping them reach more customers 
through new products, adding prestige to 
the guarantee of quality of digital media 
content

results of which has been the creation 
of a Masters in multimedia journalis-
tic production in conjunction with the 
Open University of Catalonia (Univer-
sitat Oberta de Catalunya). Coinciding 
with the tenth anniversary of this vi-
sionary project of an agency intercon-
nected with its country, decentralised, 
committed to teleworking and digitali-
sation, the ACN has become an ambi-
tious public agency in a world of glo-
balised information. It is a great leap 
forward that has led to an increase in 
the number of media outlets, compa-
nies and institutions who are members 
(more than 300 clients) and a three-
fold increase in turnover in the last 
three fiscal years.

agencies are redefining their role in the 
ever-changing model of information 
access. In spite of the proliferation of 
new media on the margins of tradition-
al media and regardless of the explosion 
of the web 2.0, the majority of journal-
istic content (some 80%) that circulates 
on the Internet originates from news 

-

challenges and reinvent themselves, but 
with the confidence that they have a 
guaranteed role in the new world order 
of information. 

 Does a public news agency make 
sense in Catalonia? With an austere, 
flexible model and with an enormous 
capacity to adapt to new challenges 
as shown by the ACN these past ten 
years, the answer is ‘yes’, without a 
doubt. Even more so if Catalonia as-
pires to play a growing role in the Eu-
ropean context and on a global scale, in 
a time of crisis, which requires anten-
nae abroad and displays for foreigners.

 
of becoming a model of international 
journalistic excellence for a linguis-
tic community in a territory of some 
twelve million inhabitants, the eigth 

major challenge over the coming years 
must be one of putting the Agency 
firmly on the European map and mak-
ing it into the archetype for European 
agencies in Catalonia, into the mouth-
piece by which the country explains 
itself to the world and into the source 
of information for the French, Brit-
ish, Italian and other media when they 
wish to find out what is going on here 
and what the Catalans are up to.

 -
quirements must be met through new 

Catalonia appears to be saturated and 
the ACN already has a wide range of 

 
by other news agencies outside Cata-
lonia, who see it as a prototype to be 
followed by the older agencies that 

ACN’s commitment to web 2.0 tools 
has allowed it to trans-nationalise Cat-
alan culture, globalising and democra-
tising news content related to Catalan 

-
tion with the online public opens the 
door to public participation, resulting 
in another source of information, par-
ticularly in situations in which eyewit-
ness accounts are of journalistic impor-
tance.

 Overcoming the taboo of an agen-
cy’s use of and presence in social net-
works has sparked an interest among 

-
tional, international, public and private 
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newspapers, websites, and radio and 
TV stations as clients. Nevertheless, 
the challenge in the coming years is to 
reach 50% public financing and 50% 
from subscribers and clients (current-
ly this income represents 30% of the 
budget).

 How can we achieve this? We have 
made an exhaustive study and we have 
maintained direct relations with Euro-
pean agencies of a similar size or larger. 

in terms of new technologies, as is the 
case with our Austrian counterpart, and 
be self-financing by providing a service 
to other companies with content pro-

Opinions

vided on the web, telephones and other 
mobile devices, a consultancy to help 
the media move towards a multimedia 
model. A brave strategy would be the 
selling of finished, pre-packaged prod-
ucts for broadcasting or publishing, fol-
lowing the British model.

 In the coming years the ACN 
should be strong and influential in 
the Catalan territories, firmly opting 
for internationalisation, thanks to an 
increase in income that is unlikely to 
originate from public funds. Economic 
circumstances call for keeping one’s 
feet firmly on the ground, but without 
renouncing one’s ambition.
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